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About This Game
The Wizard's Tower is a Tower Defence game with a twist. As with standard Tower Defences enemies will advance upon the
Wizard and attempt to destroy it. You will stop them using the wizards immense magical powers by conjuring up and utilising
"Casting Towers".
"Casting Towers" allow you to channel the Wizard's power into "Spells". These come in three elements, Fire, Ice and Storm.
Unlike most Tower Defences you choose when to fire each tower individually giving you far more control over how to get
different spells to work together.
As well as the Elemental spells the Wizard has a variety of trump cards at his disposal. Greater Spells create game changing
moments allowing you to steal victory back from the jaws of defeat, or turn ugly goblins into cute little bunnies.
The enemies come in a variety of shapes and sizes. Most as classified as standard and have varying different skills, speeds and
health to deal with. However the real threat is the boss class enemies. Far larger than standard enemies boss enemies are
extraordinarily powerful with unique and powerful skills that need a bit of extra thought to beat before they reach and destroy
your Tower.
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Title: The Wizard's Tower
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Paul Kearley
Publisher:
Paul Kearley
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2019

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Core i3
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 325 MB available space
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If 2d platformers attract you at all then you're going to love this gem.
Great level design, great characters, great soundtrack, great controls.
Just an overall great game.. Do you remember those bad FPSs from 90s? THEY ARE BACK!. Camera. Camera is just the
worst. It's free first of all -- you don't have much to lose if you don't like it.
the artwork is decent and the sprites are very detailed
I've played 2 endings so far, and it was good to experience what was inside Mike's psyche.
Some of the characterization was cliched but otherwise consistent.
Overall a solid story, with decent content. Good gem for people who like the horror/thriller/psychological genre.
. So I bought this for the heck of it back when it was on sale. You people can't even begin to imagine how much I got my
money's worth. Needless to say, the game's biggest strong suit is its humour. The Albino Hunter does not really take itself
seriously and even breaks the 4th wall on a regular basis.
Pros:
+ great unique humour (unless you don't like it when games break the 4th wall)
+ characters actually make you care for them (even some of the monsters do!)
+ nice soundtrack (it's kind of catchy)
+ old-fashioned FF turn-based combat
+ somewhat enticing plot
Cons:
- game tends to crash whenever you start another battle (save often!)
- length is a bit short (overall a good game, but it feels a bit like a prologue to a bigger tale)
If you're looking for a fun and quirky adventure filled with multiple endings, then you should definitely check it out.
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Do you like Mario games? Super Meat Boy maybe? Or an other platformer? Then this game is for you! Random generated
levels (except the story mode). A lot of different game modes to choose from. And the music is just fantastic. Just get it if you
like platformers, or if you are a masochist. Because this game is hard, but so rewarding when you complete a level.. I would like
to say this was a shocker at first for many resons
1. this was not easy to start to play game there was two probems with getting it to run on a new system and once running then
mouse pointer was hidden then the config screen was messed so could not fix it.
so yes there are issues and if you don't know how to fix and find them steam commuity forums then don't buy it.
2. once the game was running another shocker the tutorial was not annoying.( now days with way people program then its ment
for a 8 year old kids for most video games not this game read tutorial or skip it and your given a high end mage with all the
spells sink or swim.
3. once you die you lose evey thing till you find the chest for the life insurance gobin. after many deaths ....... even more deaths
starting out with undes only I built a mage it was fun.
4. There are not many games I go I have to play it though I have them diablo 3 same gene type of game. this one though is way
better then that in that I feel like I'm playing a version morrwind with freedom to mess up it royaly where can run in to
something a low level can not deal with and good luck trying to run a way or load up next area and be ambushed with none of
your spells on fun fun know your hot keys !
5. like morrwind you can make the charater in to any thing any hybrid mage tank , dps mage what ever you dream up with spells
in the game you can make it truly your own. mine is summoner tank I have these undead and nature beast jump in to the battle
with me i then stun enemys with frost wave and slowly beat there heads in with sword and sheald.
to rap it up if you can get it to work dont mind a little dated grafics and you dont have a life becouse this will suck it up you just
forget the time and keep playing this.. I actually bought this game for my kids, but after watching them play, I also purchased it.
It is a surprisingly fun game and terrific time eater. Worth looking into! :). Got it on sale for like 50 cents. Good time waster..
pretty fun game, getting more into it than I was with overwatch. Worth an install!. It's been a long time since I've enjoyed a
game so much that I couldn't let it go before I finished it. And it's extremely rare that I ever feel like playing an adventure game
again straight after finishing it. I love everything about it.... well, maybe except for some technical minor navigation bugs.... but
everything else!. Yet another bland wave shooter. Pretty seeing Rays. Great Visual Novel by Crimson Night and published by
Flying Interactive, on steam. This Visual Novel was very short but very enjoyable with choices with 2 endings 1 being a bad
ending and the other being a good end. Another Visual Novel with easy achievements.. The perfect DLC for anyone with too
much money to spare!
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